I. Utilization of Lawyers in Business Disputes

Retention of an attorney by a business involved in a dispute occurs because of the perceived ability of a lawyer to expertly advise and possibly resolve the matter. There is a perceived need to secure additional assistance in resolving disputes through legal representation on behalf of executives who are themselves thoroughly skilled in the art of negotiation. Simply put, the role of an attorney in the negotiation of a business dispute is to “advocate the interests of their clients and involve them in the process of resolving their dispute.”

Therefore, an attorney in a business dispute imparts tactical and strategic considerations to the client or utilizes such knowledge as the negotiator.

Negotiations do not take place solely between attorneys for the reason that the interests of the client is best served with the client’s presence at each stage of negotiation. The underlying reason for such client involvement is the existent relationship between the parties. The previous investment of time and interpersonal contact between the parties may speed recognition of mutual interests. Of course, decisional authority may be
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relegated to an attorney for all purposes save the final decision to accept an agreement.³ Essential to the negotiation process is for counsel not to view opposing parties’ attorneys as enemies.⁴

A. Useful Tactics

Attorneys implement strategic thinking and tactical analysis to secure a negotiated settlement.⁵ Importantly, attorneys employ the tactic of concessions to create an atmosphere of cooperation.⁶ Such concessions are reasoned positional changes occurring through expansive or serial increments during the negotiation for the purpose of securing a final objective.⁷ Such concessions shift focus from the conceding party to the other party in an effort to stimulate a negotiated result.⁸ Utilization of concessions as a tactic permits the attorney to appear as problem solver without the risk of the client appearing fickle. Additionally, reiteration of a client’s objective or interest may occur after a concession is proffered thereby backtracking toward one’s desired objective.⁹ The tactic “reduces the aggregate concession…, but it makes the other side want to finish the negotiation quickly before [the party] stiffens his position anymore or retracts the concessions he had made.”¹⁰

Perhaps the greatest reason attorneys are employed for negotiation is their ability to exercise control over the discussion concerning the resolution of the dispute. Exercise of restraint through calculated logic and strategy provide the attorney the ability to manage domestic or international negotiations.¹¹ Control can be exercised through promulgation of the
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negotiation’s agenda, circumscription of the place and time of
negotiation, use of technology for negotiation, and personal
affect (including verbal and nonverbal factors) at the negotiating
table.12

Use of threats and promises permits an attorney to convey
to the other parties information about his own perceived
evaluation of the other parties’ interests.13 Threats “disclose
what the threatener thinks the listener fears,” while promises
“indicate what the promisor believes the recipient wants to
obtain.”14 Successful threats are those that are “low-key and
injected into the dialogue tactly.”15 A subset of threats and
promises is brinkmanship, which employs the devices of threats
and bluffs to “exploit the burden of negotiation against a side that
perceives that it has the burden.”16

II. Cultural Considerations in International
Business Disputes
A tremendous consideration in international business
disputes is the participants’ cultural acuities. Culture strikingly
affects the manner and method of negotiation. Concisely
articulated, culture dictates “the manner in which group
members interact with each other and the way in which
individuals from different groups relate to one another.”17 Thus,
investment in learning about the other disputants’ culture plays
a pivotal role in succeeding in negotiations.18 Additionally, use
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of the other culture’s language or providing translation must be a consideration in order to conduct a successful negotiation.  

Attorneys offer an expertise in researching and identifying cultural differences. Importantly, lawyers may assimilate actual experience with foreign cultures against the backdrop of foreign law. Comparative legal practitioners possess an advantage in the realm of international business negotiation because, through study of a foreign nation’s law and its meaning to foreign nationals, the comparative practitioner glimpses into the cultural ethos for the codification of such law. A full discussion of the utility of comparative legal analysis is beyond the scope of the present short article.

III. Ethics In Negotiations

Ethics in negotiations refers not to normative ethical behavior or the type Thomas Aquinas spoke of in his Summa Theologica (i.e. reasoned deliberative action selecting the ethical for the purpose of effectuating the good).  

Ethics are those rules applicable to a negotiation through mandate of local statutes or rules governing the conduct of lawyers. Excluded from the present analysis is the ethical behavior of business participants absent lawyer involvement.

Simply put, ethical conflict in negotiation results from the necessity for counsel to fulfill his obligation to his client, while also “behaving honorably toward others involved in the negotiation and [securing his] self-interest in preserving reputation and self-esteem.” Nonetheless, the misleading and
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value maximizing tactics of negotiation are ethical and legal because such tactics are “an integral part of the [bargaining] game.”

Looking toward the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, one finds that Rule 4.1 mandates truthfulness in an attorney’s statements to others. Yet, a lawyer has no “affirmative duty to inform an opposing party of relevant facts.” Importantly, the rule speaks of “false statement of material fact and law.” These precepts must be revealed in order to comply with this ethical rule. Essentially, an attorney may not assist a client in fraud or criminal activity that would result in “substantial injury to the financial interests or property of another.”

Attorneys, and all rational negotiators, intuit before a negotiation begins that the other side will act to maximize its gain. In order to accomplish this goal tactics must be employed to breakthrough stalemate and induce further gains. Thus, recognition of the purpose of negotiation delineates applicable ethical rules.

Ethics in negotiation on the part of attorneys circumscribes an advocate’s actions to the extent that civil or criminal liability is contemplated. Attorneys are bound in the same manner as their clients by the prospect of criminal or civil liability. As a result, ethics are a final consideration for an attorney in negotiation to ensure that professionalism is
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maintained, and appropriate tactics are employed to the benefit of the client.

IV. Summary

Business disputes involve consideration of a number of factors outlined in this short article. In summary, the method necessary to approach these types of negations is to consider:

(1) the lawyer’s role; and
(2) appropriate tactics to use during the negotiation in light of cultural and ethical considerations.

This model of negotiation appropriately infuses a lawyer into a business dispute and permits an attorney to counsel business clients in the method of negotiating such disputes.

V. DISCLAIMER

The above article is only for general informational and educational purposes, not for the provision of legal advice or a legal opinion. Use or viewing of this article or any of the web pages linked to it does not invite or establish an attorney-client relationship.
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